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New Aquatec Expert service for AQUAscat 
 

Aquatec Group is pleased to introduce a new service for the AQUAscat to help new and existing customers 
make the most of their instruments, and optimise data collection and analysis. Aquatec Expert provides 
advice and guidance at both the pre and post deployment stages, as well as data analysis and reporting 
services.  For surveyors and consultants, the complete Aquatec Expert service allows the AQUAscat 
suspended sediment profilers to be used confidently and efficiently, in order to enhance the sediment 
monitoring and understanding of an area. For researchers, the service can provide a solid baseline 
understanding of the instrumentation from which future research can flourish.  Aquatec Expert is also 
available for customers renting the AQUAscat instruments.  

 

Three different tiers are available: gold, silver and bronze.  Bronze level Aquatec Expert includes a personal 
consultation to discuss the deployment in detail and pre-deployment advice comprising performance 
capability predictions and recommended instrument configurations. The silver tier adds a post deployment 
report, including a critical analysis of the gathered data, hand-tuned inversions and a processed dataset. 
The gold Aquatec Expert offers silver level service for two deployments within a 12 month period.  

 

Elizabeth Paull, Sales & Marketing Manager, said ‘The introduction of Aquatec Expert for the AQUAscat 
instrumentation range allows those unfamiliar with acoustic sediment profiling to access the wealth of 
knowledge that can be gained by adding these instruments to projects, including dredge monitoring 
operations and construction works.’ 

 

Find out more at www.aquatecgroup.com. 
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About Aquatec 

The Aquatec Group are creators of innovative instruments, services and solutions for measurement, monitoring and 
communication underwater. They provide instrumentation solutions for all water environments, including offshore 
structures and pipelines; oceans, estuaries, rivers and lakes; and marine mammals and fisheries. Aquatec was founded 
by the current Managing Director in 1990 as a specialist consultancy in oceanographic instrumentation design. Since 
then, the company has established a diverse portfolio of products for measurement of physical oceanographic and 
process parameters including temperature, depth, vibration, attitude, suspended sediment, and marine mammal 
activity, as well as underwater data communication systems and marine mammal deterrents.  
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